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Coalition Promises and the Actual Reality Witnessed at Dover Harbour

Saturday 12th October 2013
Dear Mr Heath,

I write to you in my position of EU Correspondent for KAALE, a Kent based animal welfare NGO
which campaigns to stop the live export of animals to Europe directly via the UK; and also
including those animals shipped from Ireland to South East England ports, using the UK
(England) as a ‘land bridge’.

I specifically wish to use this letter to draw your attention to the most recent export of live sheep
from the Kent port of Dover, which took place on Wednesday 9th October, organised and
undertaken by the Dutch convicted criminal Mr. Onderwater, a person who you are only too
familiar with, as well as through AHVLA, being very obliging to his requirements.

Throughout this letter I will make published references to Hansard documented records,
providing the main access link, and thus relate directly to statements you personally made in the
House recently regarding the enforcement of ‘tighter animal export welfare regulations’;
statements which all appear very credible, but which in reality, when viewed from the position of
KAALE monitors and observers watching the actual trade passing through Dover harbour at
every export shipment, do very little to convince us that welfare regulations are actually ‘on the
up’ and improving. It could be argued that, as this document will hopefully prove, that
enforcement of EU regulations on the welfare of animals undergoing transport are actually
getting worse rather than better. And who is responsible ? – DEFRA / AHVLA.

I will now present an overview of a specific event involving one livestock transporter belonging
to the convicted criminal Onderwater, which took place at Dover harbour on Wednesday 9th

October 2013. Photographs were taken as always by our official photographer; some of which
are reproduced here to supplement explanation of events. This overview will then be followed by
promises made in the House during 2012, references to Hansard being provided as necessary to
validate the claims which you made at the time. Following some of the statements recorded by
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Hansard during 2012, you will find specific questions or points raised by KAALE on the subject
matter – these are shown as ‘KAALE Comment’.

The overview provided below for 9th October is supported by several photographs taken by our
KAALE official photographer (and member of the NUJ), as well as being supported by other
campaigners present on the day. These photographs are retained as digital images which record
the time and date when the specific image was taken; and which if necessary, can be used in a
court of law as further evidence.
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Overview – Wednesday 9th October 2013 Sailings: Dover to Calais

This Wednesday 9th October 2013, and being provided with invaluable help and support from
both DEFRA and AHVLA personnel at Dover harbour, the Dutch animal exporter and convicted
criminal, Mr J. Onderwater, a person who contributes nothing to the UK economy; by using
Dutch vehicles and drivers, whilst at the same time being provided with police protection by the
taxpayers of Kent, made yet another successful attempt to send out the maximum number of
vehicles and sheep which can be carried on his bathtub vessel, the ‘Joline’, for ritual slaughter at
the festival of Eid which will take place within the next week.

There were observations made by KAALE monitors specifically regarding one of Onderwaters
own vehicles which we very much wish to bring to your attention, as we do not feel the activities
taken by same are compliant with the operator standards and requirements defined in Council
Regulation 1/2005 of 22nd December 2004 regarding the ‘protection of animals during
transport’. We will list our views of non-compliance (infractions) with the EU regulation
towards the end of this letter.

At 0710hrs on the morning of Wednesday 9th, vehicle registration BT JD 75 (front) / OB 20 JS
(rear) – Onderwater’s own vehicle and the main subject of this letter – arrived at Dover. This is
shown in the following photograph. This is a white coloured Scania 164L tractor unit;
registration number BT JD 75 towing an aluminium livestock trailer, registration number OB 20
JS.

During what can only be described as a complete and utter farcical attempt at loading of all the
seven livestock carriers which had arrived at Dover for boarding the ‘Joline’ carrier vessel for
this consignment to Calais, France, it became obviously clear to KAALE monitors and observers
witnessing all the events, that despite being the alleged ‘competent authority’; DEFRA / AHVLA
do not really have a clue about the carrier vessels (Joline) maximum capacity regarding deck
space area when compared to the size, area and volume of the combined livestock carriers which
arrive at the harbour – basically, to put it another way, there are simply too many trucks
arriving for a ship of that size to carry ! – simple to understand for most people; but we do
not consider AHVLA staff to be ‘most people’.

So as KAALE monitors watched the struggling attempts undertaken by those involved with the
trade to load a pint of fluid (transporters) into a half pint glass called the ‘Joline’, and thus being
rather amazed but not at all surprised to see so much ‘jiggling and poking’ by the exporters to get
everything to fit, despite the fact that there was literally not enough area space on the ‘Joline’
available. And so, some brighter, but we would argue still a very dim spark (? Possibly the
Onderwater attendant / driver ?) finally reached the conclusion that everything in the way of
EU regulation required driver escorted trailers throughout the entire journey were just not going
to work with the capacity which had turned up to board the ‘Joline’ vessel, devised a (probably
an Onderwater ‘on the spot’ and definitely non regulation compliant) self-imposed ‘contingency
plan’ which would come into force to resolve the area miscalculation. One has to question if the
driver concerned even discussed this with the AHVLA personnel present in the harbour; but true
to standards, they were probably ignored, even if they were consulted, and the Onderwater tribe
continued to do exactly what they wanted to do, despite the attendance of so called ‘competent
authority’ staff. Onderwater had a policy / attitude that he had a maximum number of trucks
and sheep to get to France to meet the Eid requirements, and he was going to do it regardless of
what the alleged ‘competents’ of AHVLA said; if they were even consulted in the first place, which
was probably not the case.

As a result, this self imposed and possibly AHVLA approved contingency plan devised on the spot
thereafter meant that the Onderwater vehicle reversed down and onto the ‘Joline’; thereby once
having positioned (the trailer) on the vessel, allowing it to disengage the tractor unit (and the
animal attendant) from the trailer and drive back into the harbour. We question you Mr Heath,
did the contingency plans for this vehicle actually declare that if required, the tractor unit would
be separated from the trailer ?
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The loading ramp of the ‘Joline’ was raised and the animals in trailer OB 20 JS positioned on the
‘Joline’ headed out of the harbour without ANY attendant or driver from tractor unit BT
JD 75 being with them. He was back in the harbour sorting out his journey to Calais from
Dover with the tractor unit only being provided via another service and another ferry operator
(DFDS) !!

By disengaging the tractor unit from the trailer and only leaving the trailer on the ‘Joline’, it is
our view that there is obviously no longer the supply of pressurised air which may be required
(provided via the tractor unit) to keep much needed animal water drinking devices within the
trailer from further operating. As can be seen from our photographs, and with the trailer being
so antiquated and of such bad condition in the first place, the water tanks are definitely not
gravity fed devices installed in the roof and thus rely on the antiquated system which pumps
liquid (via power from the tractor unit) to upper trailer tiers. Obviously, without a tractor being
on the ‘Joline’ to provide the fluid pumping pressure, we thus question if the animals were even
provided with, or had access to, fluids during the entire time that the tractor unit was
disengaged from the trailer and was being carried on another ferry service !

The following series of photographs taken on the day of Wednesday 9th October show the process
which allowed the tractor unit to be disengaged from the trailer, leaving the animals carried in
the trailer on the ‘Joline’ to thus be devoid of their driver / qualified attendant, and possibly
(without a tractor unit) and system to pump necessary fluids to animals located on upper tiers of
the trailer. Two major issues of concern for which we need a full explanation from DEFRA /
AHVLA. We question that they approved this process of splitting the tractor and trailer; and if
they were aware of EU regulations, which is to be questioned, why did AHVLA personnel allow
this process to happen ?

Above – Onderwater owned Scania, registration BT JD 75 (front) / OB 20 JS (rear) arrives at
Dover harbour.
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Above – Having been kindly escorted by the harbour board to the loading ramp, but finding that
there are too many livestock transporters having arrived to fit onto the ‘Joline’, Mr Onderwater’s

driver concludes: ‘I have this bright idea’ – he thus reverse the trailer down the ramp and
squeezes it onto the ‘Joline’ – but the tractor will not fit on as well, but who cares that the
attendant is not on the vessel to ‘care for his stock’ ? – probably not AHVLA. So much for

enforcement of EU regulations by ‘competent’ staff !

Above – Once having left its full trailer of sheep on the ‘Joline’, the so-called driver / ‘attendant’;
who should travel with the animals throughout the entire journey taking care of their welfare,

looks for another way to get his tractor unit across the Channel.
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Above – Still searching for a way out of Dover to France; but not on the ‘Joline’.
How about I try DFDS; they sail to Calais; at least I will arrive at the same port in France !

Above – As the ‘Joline’ is already vastly overcrowded, but it appears that no questions about this
were asked by AHVLA, and the fact that the situation does not even allow attendants to remain

on board to undertake EU regulation required checks of ‘their’ animal trailers as they cannot
even get access to them due to bad area / space planning in advance by AHVLA at consignment

approval, nothing is thus undertaken for allowing driver / attendant emergency access and
isolation regulations for animals if required as defined in 1/2005 !!.
Yet another major AHVLA failing in advance of this consignment !.
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Above – The (now disengaged from its animal carrying trailer) Onderwater tractor unit,
complete with the ‘alleged qualified driver / attendant’ in animal care, who should be

supervising ‘his’ trailer and ‘his’ animals throughout the crossing of the Channel on the ‘Joline’,
now joins the queue within the harbour with just his tractor unit to catch another ferry service

(DFDS) from Dover to Calais – so much for EU rules; AHVLA obviously authorising this
non-compliance with regulations; if they did not authorise, then why was it

allowed to take place ?

Above – “I will just drive down here onto the DFDS regular sailing to Calais”.
Am I supposed to wonder, being the alleged driver / attendant who is so ‘highly qualified and

certified in animal transport’, if ‘my’ sheep are ok on the other boat, the ‘Joline’, whilst I
travel by DFDS ?

Lets just hope neither vessel has any diversion incidents whilst crossing the Channel; otherwise
DEFRA will really have to find better excuses for this utter farce if things get delayed and

animals cannot be met at Calais.
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Photo above red arrow shows the individual white Onderwater tractor loading onto the DFDS
ferry in Dover - on the lower left hand side of the above image.

And so, in their various ways and different means of transport, everyone eventually set of for
Calais by different means and routes; using even different ships !. Sheep in a trailer on one
vessel – the ‘Joline’; and its qualified driver / stockman / attendant who should be
supervising during the entire journey, gets loaded onto the DFDS commercial ferry
sailing out of Dover.

The certified driver / attendant who is supposedly qualified to take care of his stock during the
entire journey, thus ends up with only his tractor unit on the DFDS regular commercial ferry
service to France; whilst the sheep he is supposed to be continually monitoring throughout their
entire journey, end up stuck in a trailer located on the ‘Joline’ livestock carrying vessel; a
completely different maritime vessel !!
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Records from Daily Hansard debates in the House of Commons
- 13th December 2012 – Mr David Heath and others refer.

The following references are taken from the following Hansard records; column info given as
necessary in relation to this link:

http://www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm201213/cmhansrd/cm121213/debtex
t/121213-0003.htm#12121342001254

Note – bold and / or underline has been added by KAALE to highlight / emphasise any statement made in
the Hansard records.

Huw Irranca-Davies: I am glad the Minister confirms that.

13 Dec 2012 : Column 520

The hon. Member for Tiverton and Honiton (Neil Parish) rightly spoke about end-to-end
protection for animals throughout their whole journey. He also mentioned the importance of
the right provision of animal welfare being in the right place at the right time. The Ramsgate
incident illustrates that need. Having lairage facilities in the right places along the route, for
example, is critical. I hope that the Minister’s internal review of the Ramsgate incident will throw
up some of those issues for wider discussion.

KAALE Comment – does end to end protection mean that a driver / animal
attendant can cross the Channel on another vessel whilst he is supposedly looking
after the welfare of his animals located on a different vessel ?

13 Dec 2012 : Column 527

Mr Heath: I think we need to do two things. I agree with the hon. Gentleman and I shall discuss
the circumstances over recent months that were, let us be clear, totally unacceptable. We certainly
need regulation and law that are fit for purpose and satisfy the requirements, but we need to
enforce them rigorously. My view is that in areas of animal welfare, there should not be ifs and
buts—we simply need rigorous enforcement. People need to understand that.

People need to understand that if they are looking after animals, they have a duty that is set
out in law and we will hold them to it. If they fail in that duty, there will be consequences.
That is the message I want to express and I think it would be supported by every good
stockman, male or female, in the country who understands that the care of the animals in
their protection is of paramount importance.

KAALE Comment – this statement obviously does not apply to the fiasco named
‘Onderwater operations’ which were witnessed on the 9th October.

13 Dec 2012 : Column 528

“No person shall transport animals or cause animals to be transported in a way that is likely to
cause injury or undue suffering to them.”

Until we undertake the MOT review that my hon. Friend mentioned, we cannot know
whether that regulation is being complied with. I suspect that on almost every occasion undue

http://www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm201213/cmhansrd/cm121213/debtext/121213-0003.htm#12121342001254
http://www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm201213/cmhansrd/cm121213/debtext/121213-0003.htm#12121342001254
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stress or injury is likely to be caused to the animals concerned. We cannot refute that until a
review has been undertaken.

Mr Heath: No, I do not agree with the hon. Gentleman. Yes, he is right to read out that article.
The legal requirements that the EU sets down for transport have to be in compliance with it.
I believe—I will always look to see whether we are right in this belief—that if the legal
requirements laid down in the EU welfare and transport legislation are observed, there is a
satisfactory level of protection for the animals being transported. It is a highly regulated
trade, subject to multiple levels of official controls. There are significant and specific, but I think
justified, requirements on the farming and haulage industries. The EU Commission estimates that
on average it costs nearly €12,000 to upgrade a vehicle for long journeys, and there are other
significant costs.

KAALE Comment – ‘EU legislation observed’; ‘highly regulated’ ? – are we to be
regarded as fools by the DEFRA / AHVLA ? – it would appear so. They are doing
neither.

There is already a regulatory framework. My task is to make sure that movements within
this country comply with those regulations, and that we have the framework to make sure
that that is the case each and every time. Where it is not the case, as it would appear may
have happened recently—I have to couch what I say in careful terms—we take the
appropriate actions.

KAALE Comment – so Mr Heath will live by his past words and take action
regarding the incident of 9th October ? – we look forward to hearing what this
action is going to be.

Those controls include the need for all commercial transporters of animals to be authorised. For
long journeys, vehicles must be inspected and approved. Drivers must pass a competency test.
For long journeys of more than eight hours between member states, transporters must apply
for a journey log providing details of the proposed route from point of departure to point of
destination. The timings of the journey must be realistic and in line with the maximum journey
times and with the compulsory rest periods laid down in the legislation. Once the journey has been
completed, the journey log has to be returned and the Animal Health and Veterinary Laboratories
Agency, which has been mentioned many times in the debate, checks to make sure that there have
been no infringements of the legislation during the course of the completed journey. If there have
been infringements, AHVLA will take the appropriate enforcement action.

KAALE Comment – Is that a driver ‘competence test’ or simply in the case of
Onderwater drivers, ‘just do what you wish – no one will do anything anyway ?’

Somebody—I am afraid I do not remember who—suggested that that was a passive arrangement. It
is not. I do not have the power to order my inspectors to inspect French vehicles on French roads or
Spanish vehicles on Spanish roads. What I can do is make sure that the UK legislation, which is
consistent with European legislation, is enforced rigorously. It must be observed.

KAALE Comment – then do it Mr Heath; take vigorous action which will send out a
message !

One of the first situations I faced after taking up this post was the regrettable events of 12
September at the port of Ramsgate. There were serious consequences, as has been well reported,
with 40 animals having to be humanely killed. That led me to look very closely at what could be
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done to ensure the most rigorous and robust enforcement of the existing legislation in this
country, and I am absolutely committed to doing that.

KAALE Comment – as we say, then DO IT !

13 Dec 2012 : Column 529

The first thing I did was ask AHVLA to undertake a review of its existing procedures with a view
to making the necessary improvements to ensure that, as far as possible—I was asked earlier to
give this commitment—the events of 12 September would not be repeated. I have been given
the review and accepted its conclusions, the vast majority of which, I am pleased to say, have
already been implemented. As I have made plain publicly, and as other Members have said today,
essentially I am asking for zero tolerance of lapses in animal welfare standards and rigorous
checks on all journeys where there is a risk that we can identify.

KAALE Comment – so ‘zero tolerance’ still allows drivers /attendants to cross the
channel on a different ship to that being used by their animals ?

The hon. Member for Bristol East (Kerry McCarthy) asked about a fit and proper person test—
[Interruption.] She is looking dubious, so obviously I have misrepresented her. I apologise and will
let her have the credit anyway, even though it was my hon. Friend the Member for South Thanet
who raised the matter. I think that it is crucial to our understanding of what is and is not within the
powers. There is no test in those precise terms, but article 10 of the regulation sets out the
circumstances in which the competent authority can refuse to grant authorisation. Basically,
that is when the applicant has a recent record of serious infringements of laws relating to the
protection of animals, and that includes proving that the applicant has appropriate facilities.

If, after authorisation, a transporter authorised in the UK commits offences, we can withdraw their
authorisation. With regard to transporters authorised in other member states, we can report
them to the equivalent competent authority and it should take action. Independently of that,

we can prevent a transporter authorised by another competent authority
operating here, but we obviously cannot stop them operating elsewhere. Those are important
provisions that will come into effect, and I will use them when someone has been convicted of
animal welfare infringements, but I make the point that they have to be convicted in a court of
law; I cannot do it on the basis of suspicion or anecdotal evidence.

KAALE Comment – Mr Heath, regarding what we present here, are you now going
to ‘prevent a transporter (Onderwater) authorised by another country from
operating here in the UK ? – we watch with keen interest to see if you live up to
your statement to the House.

13 Dec 2012 : Column 530

Ramsgate, and the High Court hearing on Tuesday this week, I can explain the changes made to
existing procedures by the AHVLA to help to prevent a recurrence of the events of 12 September.
That is why I made a statement yesterday, at the earliest opportunity, so that the House was at least
aware of the changes that we have made.

Let me focus on the most important of those changes. The AHVLA has always undertaken a
proportion of its inspections at the point of loading based on an assessment of risk. On the basis of
the risk that I perceive following the Ramsgate incident, I have asked it to inspect 100% of
loadings at the point of loading in order to make sure that the risk at that point is properly
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assessed. Those inspections are much better, in some ways, than inspections undertaken at the
roadside or at points of rest or transfer such as ports. They enable the AHVLA inspectors to
undertake over 30 different checks—there is a list—on the welfare of the animals and the facilities
on board the vehicle. I want to make it plain that I will maintain that 100% inspection regime
for transporters using Ramsgate for as long as I believe that the risk is high. I hope that it is
helpful for the House to understand the approach taken.

Let me move on to the enforcement of the legislation by the AHVLA. The number of statutory
notices served by the AHVLA on transporters using Ramsgate is clearly unacceptably high.
Approximately 95% of transporters using Ramsgate are not authorised in Great Britain. All 30
statutory notices served by the AHVLA have been served on transporters who are authorised in
other member states and whose vehicles are inspected and approved there or elsewhere. This is a
significant issue. It is not about British livestock transporters using vehicles that have been licensed
in this country; it is about overseas operators. When we make complaints about conduct, they go
back to the authorising authority. In the case of one major operator registered in the
Netherlands, we can send reports to the Dutch authorities,

KAALE Comment – As the trade has now moved from Ramsgate to Dover, why not
allow the very competent RSPCA inspectors into the port to enforce the regulations
? – AHVLA certainly cannot do their job of enforcing EU rules from what we
observe !

13 Dec 2012 : Column 531

… and I have been in touch with them. In fact, however, he does not operate in the Netherlands
but is merely authorised by the Dutch Government, and that poses problems in terms of
enforcement.

KAALE Comment – so, you are supposed to be the Minister; sort it !

13 Dec 2012 : Column 532

I repeat and make clear that I will not tolerate the use of sub-standard or faulty vehicles that,
in the view of the AHVLA, are not fit for purpose. I am confident that the AHVLA will
continue to take robust action against any transporter using poorly equipped or designed
vehicles in the future.
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Above – AHVLA obviously missed things on other days - ie. to take robust action against
any transporter using poorly equipped or designed vehicles in the future

KAALE Comment – so we hear strong ministerial words and promises about
‘robust action against clapped out trailers such as this – why then does it keep
appearing at Dover still for every sailing ?

I, the hon. Member for Ogmore and others have mentioned the EU Commission’s recent report on
the impact of transport legislation. The EU has competence in the area of animal welfare during
transport, so we cannot take any unilateral action. That would be contrary to the requirements of
Council regulation 1/2005, which has been mentioned many times. This is an important legal point
and it is essential that people understand it. Although article 1 of the legislation permits member
states to take stricter national measures, they can only apply to transport taking place
entirely in their own territory or during sea transport involving trade outside the EU. Stricter
national measures do not apply to intra-Community trade, so we are not in a position take
unilateral action.

13 Dec 2012 : Column 533
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where we all share common ground, even those who feel that we should not be exporting animals
beyond our shores. The welfare of animals in transit is what we all want to achieve.

Sadly, there are still cases in which severe animal welfare issues persist. The Commission has
identified key areas of concern, not within the UK, but across the EU. Those are the transport of
unfit animals, the overstocking of vehicles, the transport of animals in vehicles in which the
internal height of the compartments is inappropriate, animals not receiving enough water during
the journey, and animals being transported for longer than the maximum permitted journey time.
Having identified those issues, I am disappointed that the Commission is not taking decisive action
to address them. We will push hard for it to do so.

KAALE Comment – probably no attempts made up to 9th October 2013 though !

13 Dec 2012 : Column 534

Mr Heath: I have mentioned the hon. Member for Ogmore many times and covered what he said
almost word for word. It is unnecessary for me to say again that he and I agree on this issue to a
large extent, and that is as it should be because this matter ought to transcend party labels.

I said that I do not want a formal review on this issue, and I do not see any great attraction for one
in the Department at the moment. I will, however, continue to consider whether I should change
my view on that. However, I want to review all our animal welfare issues, and live exports is
just one among many. Whatever we do, I want to ensure that this country has the highest
levels of animal welfare and protection—I hope I have given a flavour of that to the House—and
that regulations and laws are enforced rigorously. I want an environment in which people
understand that they must carry out that duty if they look after animals, whether a domestic
pet, flock of sheep, herd of cows or killer whale. Whatever animal people look after, they
must do so properly as it is their responsibility and we will enforce that.

KAALE Comment – ‘highest levels of animal welfare and protection’; does this mean
two ship animals and only one attendant ?

If the Committee wants to undertake a review—it is not for me to tell it whether it should or not—I
would be delighted for it to do so and happy to provide any evidence and support it needs to do
its work properly. That is a matter for the Committee to decide. The Government welcome this
debate and the opportunity to put on the record some of the things we have done and will do
to ensure that what happened at Ramsgate on 12 September does not happen again.
Wherever possible we must maintain the highest possible levels of animal protection in this
country, which is what the House wants us to do.
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Potential infractions associated with the above regarding EU Regulation 1/2005
for the protection of animals during transport

Note – bold and / or underline has been added by KAALE for emphasis of possible failures.

ANNEX I Tech Rules

Chap 1 Para 4

When animals fall ill or are injured during transport, they shall be separated from the others and
receive first-aid treatment as soon as possible. They shall be given appropriate veterinary treatment
and if necessary undergo emergency slaughter or killing in a way which does not cause them any
unnecessary suffering.

KAALE Comments - Not possible due to the way the trailers are packed on the
vessel ‘Joline’ in such large volumes. In addition, and which is always the case, the white
sealed box trailer and Griffin logo tractor was again used on this day (see following
photo), but even with side doors fitted to the trailer, due to the close packing of the other
trailers on the ‘Joline’, how could these have been:

a) inspected by the attendant during the journey, and
b) opened by the attendant on the ‘Joline’ during the Channel crossing if

required to access sick or injured animals in an ‘emergency’ ?

Refer to the photograph on Sheet 6 – the ‘Joline’ fully loaded and sailing.

Further, on board the ‘Joline’ on 9th October, the drawbar outfit owned by Jeroen Van
Ort; Registration: BZ BX 67, was also separated due to its size (length) and the
front and back of the drawbar thus positioned in two different parts of the ship.
The cab unit complete with animals in the front compartment was placed on the
stern next to the red drawbar outfit, and it’s drawbar trailer with animals part
positioned on the bow of the vessel next to the silver trailer; thus the drawbar was
completely separated. As the power systems which supply the temperature warning alarm,
the cooling fan operation and also fluid drinker supply for the animals are located on the front
part of the drawbar, what ‘supply’ is still provided to the separated rear section of the
drawbar ? – how does the audible alarm identify that the temperature for animals
has been exceeded if the section of the vehicle does not even have a power supply to
it which monitors temperatures and initiates warning alarms ?

This yet again proves that there is no advanced DEFRA / AHVLA area / size
planning for the consignment / deck space compared to trailer space, yet again
proving this ship is too small for this amount of vehicles carried and is just not fit
for the purpose.
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Above photograph - Sheep are being carried in this trailer – but can the alleged ‘certified
attendant’ even gain access between trailers located on the ‘Joline’ to ‘see’ their suffering or any
injuries during the Channel crossing ? (see lower photo on sheet 6) – does he have x ray eyes to
view animals in this trailer as part of his ‘certification’ ?; and more importantly, how does he
then implement ANNEX I Tech Rules – Chap 1 Para 4 – ie. “When animals fall ill or are

injured during transport, they shall be separated from the others and receive first-aid
treatment as soon as possible” ?

Chap II Means of Transport

(b) protect the animals from inclement weather, extreme temperatures and adverse changes in
climatic conditions

KAALE Comment - does the ‘Joline’ give adequate protection to animals carried in
‘inclement weather’ ? – see bottom photo on sheet 6 which shows just how much so-
called ‘protection’ is provided.

(e) ensure that air quality and quantity appropriate to the species transported can be maintained.

(f) Additional provisions for transport on RORO vessels.

3.1 b:

(b) on open decks, adequate protection from sea water is provided.

KAALE Comment - as per previous KAALE comment above.

Chap VI - 2. Water supply for transport by road, rail or sea containers

2.1. The means of transport and sea containers shall be equipped with a water supply that makes it
possible for the attendant to provide water instantly whenever it is necessary during the journey, so
that each animal has access to water.
2.2. The watering devices shall be in good working order and be appropriately designed and
positioned for the categories of animals to be watered on board the vehicle
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KAALE Comment - So the ‘certified attendant’ allegedly can ‘provide water
instantly’ to animals under his supervision being carried on the ‘Joline’, even when
he is actually travelling to Calais on another vessel; the DFDS ferry, sailing out of
Dover; and he is not even located on the ‘Joline’?

If the tractor unit is located on one ferry (DFDS) and the animals are in a trailer
located on another vessel (‘Joline’), then how is power still provided from the
tractor unit into the trailer to ensure that watering devices are in ‘good working
order’ and ensure that ‘animals are watered on the vehicle’ ?

Annex IV - Training

2. e – emergency care for animals

ANNEX IV – TRAINING
(f) Road drivers and attendants as referred to in Article 6(5) and Article 17(1) shall have

successfully completed the training as provided for in paragraph 2 and have passed an
examination approved by the competent authority, which shall ensure that examiners are
independent.

2. The training courses referred to in paragraph 1 shall include at least the technical and
administrative aspects of Community legislation concerning the protection of animals during
transport and in particular the following items:

(f) Articles 3 and 4 and Annexes I and II;
(b) animal physiology and in particular drinking and feeding needs, animal behaviour and the
concept of stress;
© practical aspects of handling of animals;
(d) impact of driving behaviour on the welfare of the transported animals and on the quality of meat;
(e) emergency care for animals;
(f) safety considerations for personnel handling animals.

KAALE Comment - as detailed in the KAALE comment above – are we to assume
that it is possible for the attendant to provide ‘emergency care for animals’ even
when he is on one ship and his animals are being transported on another vessel ?
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Conclusions, Summary and the Future

We have attempted in this document to provide to you, the UK Minister responsible for ‘animal
welfare’ and regarding UK live exports, with some food for thought as to what is actually
happening or being conveniently overlooked by our so-called ‘competent authority’ personnel at
Dover harbour in October 2013; now, here, today. What is shown here is not a one off incident;
it happens regularly. Was the situation any different at Ramsgate ? – No. It was only by the
superior knowledge of Regulation 1/2005 by the RSPCA personnel (over their AHVLA
counterparts), RSPCA staff being deployed there by invite from Thanet District Council, that we
actually saw any progress relating to what the government calls ‘animal welfare’. Still we are
witnessing the situation where the RSPCA inspectors are being denied access to performing any
type of inspections of animals at Dover harbour, and we do not consider this is an acceptable
situation.

‘Animal Health’ and ‘competent authority’ are what the AHVLA call themselves. We consider
that given the above and what was allowed to happen on 9th October, along with very similar
situations in the past at Ramsgate, with transporters being divided up and sailing to
France on different ferries, the term of ensuring ‘animal health’ can only be viewed by people
as some kind of joke. Obviously a joke which the current government and AHVLA believe, but
one which ‘normal people’ monitoring the trade (such as KAALE) do not.

Are they (AHVLA) ‘competent’ ? – are animals instantly being provided with water by
the attendant when he is on one ferry and the animals on another ? – a competence
by the AHVLA to enforce EU animal transport regulations is probably very much
too strong a term to use for the personnel who undertake work at Dover harbour.

The so-called ‘systems’ which have been put into place through EU legislation are not being
checked, or even possibly known and understood, by AHVLA staff of the alleged ‘competent
authority’ who undertake checks of livestock transporters when they arrive at Dover harbour.
We at KAALE see livestock vehicle certified drivers / attendants who should be
caring and being responsible for animals on ‘their vehicle’ during the entire
journey ending up taking completely different ferry services to mainland Europe
from the very one that their animals are going on. This is not being competent; this is
simply called ‘careless or carefree’ on the part of persons who are allegedly certified to know
better.

The animal protection during transport legislation as defined in EU Regulation
1/2005 is not working and does not work under the current circumstances at
Dover. It never worked at Ramsgate either under the control of AHVLA until the RSPCA
arrived and started to put actual ‘competence’ into the checking of animals to
ensure as best they could their welfare – see information on the foot rot sheep which
arrived and were subsequently destroyed at Ramsgate after being given the ‘ok for export’ by the
so-called competent authority inspectors undertaking original loading inspections in Northants.
Possibly the term ‘incompetent’ would be better suited.

During both 2014 and 2015 we will have the pleasure of voting within the UK –
voting for politicians which we consider are allegedly suitable for undertaking
their tasks. A section devoted to the 2014 / 15 elections in the UK are now published
on the KAALE website at http://www.kaale.org.uk/elections2014.html

As can be seen on the site; we have in recent months written to each of the main
political parties of the UK to obtain written statements on their approaches to live
animal exports. Unsurprisingly, to date, we have not heard back from either the
Liberal Democrat party or the Conservative party – the two that form the current
coalition and who are supposedly responsible for guarantees towards animals that are being
exported to mainland Europe, and with you Mr Heath being the Lib Dem party spokesperson for

http://www.kaale.org.uk/elections2014.html
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animal welfare !. Why have we not been provided with any written statements by
these parties, including yours ? – are they not competent enough to respond or is it simply
that they know that EU regulations for animals in transport are not being strictly
adhered to ?; as we have shown in the data above.

We can and probably will continue to be ignored by governments and self imposed ‘seniors’ with
our requests; we have had no response on the issue of live export animal control enforcement
from UK CVO Mr Nigel Gibbens, despite writing to him four times with our requests.
We can only thus assume that he cannot answer our questions because he is out organising the
killing of badgers, but not even undertaking post mortems on those badgers killed to even
ascertain if they have Bovine TB in the first place !. Sounds about in parallel with the actions
made or not made by the so called ‘competent authority’ organisation at Dover harbour.

During 2014 and 2015 the UK electorate will be in a position to vote for those who
they think are competent to some degree. It is a shame but we at KAALE have very much
welcomed support from Lib Dem MEP’s such as Sharon Bowles and Catherine Bearder; who
have attended export shipments from Ramsgate in the recent past. As usual with all issues
associated with live animal exports, we have heard nothing and been given no support
whatsoever by other coalition government MEP’s of the Conservative party.

But come May 2014 with the European elections and some time during 2015 when
the UK General Election arrives, the man on the street, the live export campaigner,
will have the opportunity to review the KAALE website amongst other things and
be able to decide AND VOTE for politicians (both in the UK and in Europe) who he
considers are competent in their job. This situation does not currently apply to members of
the coalition government, as most would see them as incompetent, if the regular happenings
with live exports at Dover as detailed above are anything to go by.

Your current dismissive approach to ensuring animal welfare and protection during long
distance is something to which you should personally be ashamed. You simply dismiss and
turn blind eyes to the evidence which we regularly provide to you in our KAALE
reports for every shipment and in relation to special happenings such as detailed above for
9th October 2013.

Please be advised, we have a large supporter / voter network with many other animal welfare
contacts in various groups around the country. You may dismiss us up to election time
but in the months leading up to election time, you will be cap in hand telling us how
‘rigorous’ you are and thus asking for our vote. This will not work. We see the
shambles of AHVLA ‘competent authority’ inspectors at Dover at each and every
livestock consignment shipment; we know what happens or does not happen.
Regulations are NOT being enforced by competent authorites.

Can I kindly suggest to you that if you even wish to obtain a fraction of any votes for the
coalition parties at the 2014 / 15 elections, which does not certainly look the situation at present,.
then you really need to start attempting to be a ‘competent authority’ rather than
the utter joke which is how AHVLA is viewed by anyone attending exports from
Ramsgate, Dover, wherever. Further, and additionally, you still fail to take any action with
regard amending the 1847 ports and harbours legislation which could stop live exports from
ports and also win you votes at the same time !.

Your ‘sit back and ignore the warning signs’ approach will eventually catch up
with you; and this will be seen at the 2014 /. 2015 elections.

Please remember, each and every day that passes is one day nearer to the next election, when
people, the man on the street will have his say – and this includes tens of thousands of animal
welfare campaigners opposed to the current export condition which UK animals are enduring on
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their shipments to mainland Europe. Badger killing; animals in circuses, lab animal
numbers etc are all issues on which you, the coalition government, fail admirably
when it comes to progress and enforcing the regulations we only dream of.

We really look forward to the months taking us into the May 2014 Euro elections
and the UK General election the year after; we will then have the opportunity to
show our respect for those who lead the so-called ‘competent authorities’ who run
under titles such as ‘Animal Health’; a name which given the above information
could not be farther from the truth.

The option is there to vastly improve and take note of what is said and very regularly reported /
presented by AW NGO’s. Undertaking changes to improve the situation for animals in long
distance transport is obviously your choice; but as we have said, in the end we have the vote in
the near future; and what we see at present is not looking good for the coalition.

For once, I would strongly suggest that you take note, and more importantly, ACT,
on what the normal people of this nation want; or face being annihilated both in
Europe and the UK in the near future. The situation as they say, is solely in your
hands.

Whatever you decide in the months up until May 2014, we will keep informing our
supporters (and voters) of the AHVLA failings as and when they occur, at whatever
port happens to be working with live export convicted criminals such as
Onderwater at the time.

Regards

Yours sincerely

Mark Johnson

EU Correspondent and media spokesperson – KAALE.


